
 
 

 

YZ65 Fork Only Specification 

 
Thank you for choosing a Krooztune Bike Setup kit.  Our kits are track and dyno tested, modified 
from absolute OEM spec suspension.  All data not mentioned in this spec is run OEM, as it comes 
completely standard.   
 
Our kits are designed and tested to give you multiple setup options resulting in the best fit and 
performance for the specific rider speed, weight and terrain.  Read thru our detailed specification for 
all build notes and optional settings. 
 
All Setting prepared and ready to install are set to – Setting ‘B - Medium’.  Optional Shims are 
included to change the shim setting/arrangement to better suit specific riders as required  

 
Setting Notes:  
 
All setting clicked out (anti clockwise) from full hard / in.   
*High speed by its design is opposite. Please wind full out (anti clockwise) then count in via turns as 
required 
 
 

Forks Setting 

Fork Oil Level 90mm 

Fork Height OEM 

Oem Spring Rate 28n 

  

  

 
 
Clicker Setting Guide 
 

Fork  Base Sand Hardpack 

Comp 12 9 15 

Rebound  12 13 12 

Fork Height     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



FORK SPECIFICATION 
 
Fork Base Valving Setting / 3 Options  
 
Install with Krooz Racing Blue Base Pistons.  Small ports facing the shim stack / down. 
 

Soft – C level Beginner Medium – B Level Firm – A / Pro Level 

17.1 / 3 (Qty x 3) 17.1 / 3 (Qty x3) 17.1 (Qty x4) 

10.1 11.1 11.1 

16.1 17.1 17.1    

14.1 16.1 16.1 

12.1 14.1 14.1 

9.3 12.1 12.1 

 9.3 10.1 

   9.3 

Option Shims Supplied 17.1/2 10.1/2 9.15/2 (Rebound)  

  
 
 

Rebound (Modify oem KYB Stack) 

16.12 /2 (Qty x2)  

9.15 (included in option shims) 

16.11 

14.11 

12.11 

10.11 

8.2 (or.3) 

 
 
 
Fork Mid - Valve Setting (*Install supplied shims on top of existing oem mid/check-valve setup) 
 

Soft C Level Beginner Medium B / A Pro Level    

17.1/3 (Qty x3) 17.1/3 (Qty x3) 

10.3 14.1 

16.3 10.3 

17.3 (Oem shim) 16.3 

Oem Spring 17.3 (oem shim)  

Base Cup Oem Spring   

 Base Cup 

 
 
Fork Install recommendations and tips. 
 
Thoroughly clean and flush the entire fork system on disassembly. We find a buildup of 
contaminants even from brand new. Mostly settled at the very bottom of the inner chrome fork 
tubes. We recommend a complete strip and clean on all builds.  This debris can affect operation of 
the fork adjuster system severely. Yamaha 85 and 65 have very small bleed circuits, any foreign 
material (even found in the oem system) causes lock up and restrictions on compression especially. 
Blow out all bleeds and assemblies with compressed air for surety. 
 

*Set oil Level with the fork springs out and both the Fork and damper rod completely bottomed out 

to 90mm air chamber height.  



YZ65/85 Hydraulic Bottoming and Spring guide Fitment 

Remove the OEM cartridge top and Steel Spring guide seat from the oem cartridge and cartridge 

rod.   

The oem steel spring guide seat attached to the rod simply presses or taps off or you can machine 

this off.   

After this is unpeened and pressed off this will reveal the oem circlip on the cartridge rod.   

Our hydraulic piston assembly is mounted either side of this circlip as shown in the pic below (top 

LHS). Use Loctite and tighten together. Note- Take care not to lose this oem circlip when removing 

and re fitting to the rod. 

When installing our blue cartridge top to the cartridge, swap over the oem rod bushing assembly 

from the oem cartridge top.  You will see it simply sits in the bottom and is removed and fitted to 

ours quite easily. Remember to install OEM steel washer firstly into the cartridge tube. (See Bottom 

RHS pic)    

**Take care to remove all the OEM old loctite from the cartridge tube threads with a pick or thread 

file and flush out thoroughly.  Any small particles or lose debris in this system causes severe issues 

with either a loss of damping or hydraulic locking issues. 

Use Loctite when assembling all parts.   

Our Spring Guides are designed for close tolerance to keep the system running aligned. They 

should slide inside the fork spring with little drag.   

Due to some aftermarket spring wire thickness variations, slight machining may be required for our 

guides to be a ‘just loose’ fit inside the fork spring.   

 

    

   



Trackside Adjustments / Tuning (test one change at a time).   
 
Forks 
 

Issue Compression (12) Rebound (9) Common Issue 

Fork diving / Low  +2 -1 Adjust Fork Height 

Fork harsh in hand -2 -1 Dirt in fork bushes 

Fork Bottoming +2  Add Oil +5ml or 
Harder Fork Spring 

Fork deflecting  -2 +1  

Overall, too firm -2 -2 Fork Spring too Hard 

Overall, too Soft +2  Fork Spring too Soft 

Bike will not turn in  -1 +1 Increase fork tube 
Height. Eg. 5mm 

Bike oversteers (eg 
sand) 

+2 -2 Decrease Fork Height 
eg. Flat in clamps 

Little tyre grip  -2   

 
Shock 
 

Issue Compression Low (16) Compression High (1.5) Rebound (20) 

Shock Kicking straight 
up 

+1 +0.25 +1 or +2 

Shock kicking side to 
side  

-2 - 0.25 turns  

No grip on exit   -2 

 
 

 
 

For further assistance on fitment and install please contact Krooztune@krooztune.com 
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